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Women with previous gestational diabetes are seven times more likely to develop type 2 diabetes compared with those with normo-
glycaemic pregnancies(1). Prevention of diabetes is possible; women with previous of gestational diabetes had 50% reduced incidence
with a combination of moderate exercise and weight loss provided as a US diabetes prevention group-based program(2). The dietary
quality of women with gestational diabetes is reported to be low(3) and we aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of a group-based lifestyle
modification program improving dietary quality in women with previous gestational diabetes within their first postnatal year.

573 women were randomised to intervention (n= 284) or usual care (n= 289). The diabetes prevention intervention comprised one
individual session, five group sessions, and two telephone sessions. Dietary data was collected at baseline and twelve months using a
validated food frequency questionnaire, which was recoded using the Australian Recommended Food Score (ARFS)(3). The ARFS
category scores (vegetables, 22; fruit, grains, protein, 14 each; nuts/legumes, dairy, 7 each; fat, 1; alcohol, 2) are summed to provide a
total ARFS of 74. Mixed model analyses investigated the effect of the intervention on ARFS. A per-protocol-set (PPS) was defined a
priori to exclude women who did not receive minimum exposure to the intervention.

The baseline total ARFS mean (SD) was 31·8 (8·9). No significant changes were seen in the total ARFS (intention-to-treat [ITT]
and PPS analysis) over 12 months. The significant mean changes in ARFS sub-scores were as follows: −0·2 nuts and legumes in
intervention group (95%CI −0·36, −0·05) compared with +0·03 (SD) in usual care group (95%CI −0·13, 0·18) (group by treatment
interaction ITT, p= 0·04); +0·28 dairy in intervention group (95%CI 0·08, 0·48) compared with +0·02 in usual care group (95%CI
−0·14, 0·18) (group by treatment PPS interaction p= 0·05); and +0·16 fats in intervention group (95%CI 0·05, 0·26) compared
with +0·02 in usual care group (95%CI −0·06, 0·09) (group by treatment PPS interaction p= 0·03).

Our results confirm that women with previous gestational diabetes have low diet quality. Intervention engagement influenced diet-
ary quality within the PPS showing changes in dietary quality that aligns with group session attendance. Further research is needed to
improve engagement with diabetes prevention programs, potentially through embedding interventions into standard care and
increased use of mobile technology.
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